
About COLORBLENDS® 

The COLORBLENDS Promise 

COLORBLENDS is a flowerbulb importer that provides the best varieties of top-quality, disease-
free bulbs at wholesale prices that are guaranteed to bloom the first spring after planting.  

Our Roots are Bulbs™ 

Tim Schipper, a third generation bulb merchant, founded COLORBLENDS in 1984 to sell top-
quality flower bulbs directly to gardeners at wholesale prices. COLORBLENDS is a division of 
Schipper & Company, a family-owned business that formed in The Netherlands in 1912. Cornelis 
Schipper, Tim’s father, brought the company to the United States following World War II, where 
he could often be found delivering bulb orders in his coupe sedan. COLORBLENDS still sells 
bulbs via its catalog and website to some of the same customers Cornelis visited 50 years ago. 

Spring is Our Thing 

Today COLORBLENDS specializes in creating beautiful pre-blended combinations of tulip bulbs 
that create an explosion of spring color it calls, “NATURE’S FIREWORKS®.” Thanks to a 
century of bulb experience in The Netherlands and the United States, COLORBLENDS takes the 
guesswork out of how to create a jaw-dropping spring flower display through its theory of 
“randomnaiety.” Whether grouped by size, bloom time, color, or shape, COLORBLENDS offers 
its customers bulb combinations designed to flower simultaneously in random, yet controlled 
patterns that will turn any garden into a showpiece. As flowerbulb experts, COLORBLENDS has 
mastered the art and science that goes into creating gorgeous spring bulb gardens. 

Celebrate Tulips Year-Round 

COLORBLENDS is a proud sponsor of the Amsterdam Tulip Museum, which traces the 
fascinating history of the tulip from its wild roots in Asia and the Himalayan Highlands, to its 
commercial cultivation in the Dutch Lowlands. 
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